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Figure 11.2: Planned data flow from the East and West Bay Bridge seismic monitoring hubs.

results for 2001-2002 is displayed in Figure 4.3.
Last year, we expanded our use of the weekly PSD
results to monitor trends in the noise level at each station. In addition to the weekly bar graph, additional
figures showing the analysis for the current year are produced. These cummulative PSD plots are generated for
each station and show the noise level in 5 frequency bands
for the broadband channels. These cummulative plots
make it easier to spot certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition to the station-based plots,
a summary plot for each channel is produced, comparing all stations. These figures are presented as part of
a noise analysis of the BDSN on the WWW at http:
//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.
The PSD algorithm has been documented in previous
annual reports. As reported in the past, this tool was
originally written in Fortran and recently converted to C
using the f2c utility in response to interest from the community. However, the resulting code was inpenetrable.
As a result, a BSL undergraduate, Steve Chu, worked
with Bob Uhrhammer in the spring of 2002 to write the
code in C.

5.

Sensor Testing Facility

5.1

Introduction

cally determine and to compare the characteristics of up
to eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preamplification when required to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. Upon
acquisition of the 100 samples-per-second (sps) data from
the instruments under test, PSD analysis and spectral
phase coherency analysis are used to characterize and
compare the performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and
seismic signals with a sufficient signal level above the
background seismic noise are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake
table is used to access the linearity of a seismic sensor.

5.2

Background

BSL personnel have tested numerous sensors during
the past several years and each test has been ad hoc in
its implementation and execution. In order to expedite
the setup and testing of the instruments for both BSL inhouse use and well as for other groups, such as IRIS, we
dedicated an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 data logger
(see Figure 11.4) and constructed cabling and a patch
panel (see Figure 11.5) to enable the simultaneous testing of up to eight sensors with high (24-bit integer) resolution sampling at 100 samples per second (for a usable bandwidth of 0-32 Hz). We housed the test equip-

The BSL has set up an instrumentation test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systemati81
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5.3

Sensor Testing Methodology

Sensor testing has three aspects: 1) data acquisition;
2) sensor calibration; and, 3) sensor performance.
The acquisition of high resolution digital data is absolutely essential for the testing of modern sensors. The
Quanterra Q4120 data logger, which has 24-bit integer
resolution (144 dB dynamic range) with a LSB of 2.38
µV and a 40 V P-P signal handling capability, is ideally
suited for this task. Data acquisition has two modes,
active and passive. In the active acquisition mode, a signal is induced by appropriate means as described below.
In the passive acquisition mode, the sensors signals are
recorded for extended periods of time, typically from a
day or so to a couple of weeks or more, to acquire samples of both the background noise level as well as various
natural seismic, gravitational tide, and atmospheric signals.
The calibration methodology employed is sensor dependent. In the case of broadband seismometers, induced
tilting, dynamic shaking, dynamic driving of a calibration
coil, the gravitational tide signal, and comparison with
ground motions inferred from known sensors are used as
appropriate. In the case of strong motion accelerometers,
induced tilting, dynamic shaking, and comparison with
ground motions inferred from known sensors are used as
appropriate. In the case of barometric pressure sensors,
static elevation changes and comparison with the atmospheric pressure inferred from known sensors are used as
appropriate.
Performance of a sensor is primarily characterized by
determining the usable dynamic range, the linearity, and
the noise characteristics. The usable dynamic range is the
difference, usually expressed in dB, between the sensor
saturation signal level and the sensor or background noise
level. The usable dynamic range is usually frequency dependent. Characterization of the linearity and dynamic
range of a broadband seismic sensor is problematic because seismic signals are a wide bandwidth transient phenomena (see the linearity and dynamic range section below). The linearity is characterized by determining the
third-order intercept point. The usable dynamic range
is quantified by the difference between the sensor saturation (full scale) signal level and the background signal or
sensor noise floor and it is usually expressed in dB. PSD
estimates of the background seismic (or sensor self noise),
plotted as a function of frequency, are used to concisely
quantify the performance of a broadband sensor (and also
to quantify differences in the noise levels observed in various seismic vaults housing broadband seismic sensors).
Another approach for characterizing the bandwidth and
performance of a particular type of sensor is to simultaneously record two identical sensors placed on the same
pier and calculate the phase coherency of their outputs
as a function of frequency.
All of the above approaches to sensor testing have been

Figure 11.4: Quanterra Q4120 data logger (lower left)
that records the data from the instruments undergoing
testing in the Byerly Vault.

ment in the Byerly Seismographic Vault, located in an
old mining drift in the Claremont shales and cherts formation in Strawberry Canyon behind the Botanical Garden. The Byerly Seismographic Vault is ideal for a test
facility because it is seismically quieter than the BSL
facilities on the Berkeley campus, it has all the necessary infrastructure, and because the BDSN station BKS,
housed in the same vault, includes a set of Streckeisen
STS-1 broadband seismometers and a Kinemetrics FBA23 strong motion accelerometer which provide reference
seismic recordings of the ground motion.

Figure 11.5: Interconnecting patch panel (top center)
which routes the signals from the sensors under test
(lower left and STS-2 reference sensor center right) to
the Q4120 data logger.
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employed in our analysis during the past year.

Figure 11.7: Third-order intercept point plot for PMD
sensor, measured at 4 Hz.

shake table could be driven over a useful range of ∼50
dB, from ∼ 3.4x10−6m rms (limited by the background
noise PSD level of ∼-136 dB at BKS) to ∼ 10−3 m rms
(limited by the shake table suspension travel), and over a
0.2-5 Hz frequency range by driving the signal coil sinusoidally with a WaveTek function generator. Vertical and
horizontal Wilcoxon 731A accelerometers are attached to
the housing of the sensor under test to directly measure
the amplitude and spectral characteristics of the induced
shaking for reference to output of test sensor. The table
and sensor were arranged so that their center of mass was
on the center line of the J-M suspension axis in order to
minimize cross axis coupling.

Figure 11.6: Simple vertical shake table, constructed using a Johnson-Matheson Model 6840 short-period seismometer, with a PMD sensor mounted on top of the
shake table for testing.

5.4

5.5

Linearity and Dynamic Range

Characterization of the linearity and dynamic range of
a broadband seismic sensor is problematic because seismic signals are a wide bandwidth transient phenomena
while typical linearity tests utilize a narrow bandwidth
continuous signal. One figure of merit that is indicative
of the quality with which a seismic sensor can record
the ground motion signal is Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD). The THD, in percent, is defined as:
s
N
P
a2k

Shake Table

The problem of how to shake the seismic sensors in order to test the linearity was solved by constructing a vertical component shake table from a Johnson-Matheson
(J-M) Model 6840 short-period vertical seismometer as
shown in Figure 11.6. The large and stiff suspension of
the J-M was ideally suited for modification to a simple
shake table. A platform to hold the sensor and extra
springs to support the additional weight were added to
the J-M seismometer so that vertical shaking could be
induced by actively driving the J-M signal coil at relatively low current levels. The natural frequency of the
resulting shake table was ∼1.6 Hz. We found that the

T HD = 100

k=2

a1

where: a1 is the rms level of the fundamental drive
signal and the ak are the rms levels of the harmonics
that result from non-linear processes in the seismic sensor. Given the difficulties in reliably determining the sum
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of the ak ’s, we opted to measure instead the size of the
third-order harmonic (a3 ) as a function of the sinusoidal
drive signal (a1 ) and to determine the third-order intercept point. The third-order intercept point, i.e. the projected asymptotic point at which the fundamental and
third harmonic signal levels are equal in amplitude, provides a useful figure of merit for the quality of a ground
motion signal recorded by a seismic sensor. The methodology for determining the third-order intercept point is
shown in Figure 11.7 for a PMD sensor where the fundamental and third harmonic output velocities are plotted
as a function of the sinusoidal input velocity at a given
frequency. Asymptotes are drawn through the fundamental and third harmonic slopes and their intersection
is the third-order intercept point.

6.

Sensor testing in 2001-2002

6.1

Guralp CMG-1T
Seismometer

Ocean

Figure 11.8: Photo of the Guralp CMG-1TD Serial
Number T1045 seismometer in the Byerly Vault (BKS).
Shown are the various circuit boards on the sides and
the top of the sensor package. Three of the nine batteries used by the leveling system are on the left front
and the system clock is on the circuit board on the right.
The seismometers are in the mu metal shielded container
mounted on leveling gimbals in the center.

Bottom

Prior to deployment of the Guralp CMG-1TD OBS
(Serial Number T1045) sensor package (Figure 11.8) on
the ocean floor in Monterey Bay (MOBB - Chapter 10),
we did extensive testing to verify the operation of the
seismometers and the wide range leveling system (Figure
11.9), to verify the calibration of the seismometer, to determine the drift rate of the OBS clock, to characterize
the background noise PSD performance of the seismometers and to calibrate the magnetometer used to determine
the sensor orientation on the ocean floor.
The testing of the OBS system in the Byerly Seismographic Vault (BKS) started on 2 November with the
arrival and installation of the CMG-1TD seismometer
and learning the commands for unlocking, centering and
checking the status of the seismometers. We determined
then that the internal flux gate magnetometer was not
operating properly. The test data from the CMG-1TD
was telemetered to McCone Hall via a frame relay serial
port. A plastic garbage can was placed over the CMG1TD to keep dust and breezes off of the exposed sensors
and electronics.
On 14 December, Cansun Guralp visited BSL to replace the flux gate magnetometer and determine the
offset of the CMG-1TD internal clock.
The new
magnetometer was calibrated using a Guralp-supplied
turntable. The Garmin GPS receiver was connected to
the CMG-1TD to check the clock offset and, based on the
software reports, it appears that the CMG-1TD internal
clock was 18-19 msec faster than the GPS clock. We
verified the offset by connecting a 1 PPM signal (generated by external diagnostics board from Guralp’s Garmin
GPS receiver) into the Guralp Z digitizer, in place of the
Z component seismometer and observed the same 18-19
msec difference.
During January, the CMG-1TD was operated contin-

Figure 11.9: Photo taken after the seismometers were leveled with the base tilted in order to verify the operation
of the wide range leveling system. Given the extreme tilt
sensitivity of the CMG-1TD’s 360 second pendulums, the
leveling system is crucial for successful operation on the
ocean floor. Note that the central gimbal system containing the seismometers is tilted relative to the outside
frame.
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uously and the ground motions, inferred from the CMG1TD and from the STS-1’s operating at BKS, were compared for some large teleseisms and regional earthquakes
and we verified that the transfer function of the CMG1TD was correct. However background noise PSD analysis showed that the Z component of the CMG-1TD was
very noisy at periods longer than 10 seconds, as shown
in Figure 11.10. The high noise level observed on the
CMG-1TD vertical component is most likely caused by
air circulation around the seismometer and the noise is
expected to decrease significantly when the CMG-1TD is
installed in the pressure vessel. During this time it was
also determined that the CMG-1TD internal clock drift
rate is -236.59±1.98 microseconds/day.

cal-enable position at boot-up; 3) the air inside the pressure vessel may be convecting; or 4) something is amiss
with the Z component seismometer. Tests subsequently
ruled out the sand creaking and the calibration relays as
the source of the problem.

Figure 11.11: Photo of the titanium pressure vessel resting on a ∼1 cm thick bed of kiln dried fine sand on the
concrete pier.

In a one week interval, starting on 26 February, a series
of tests were done to determine their effect on the CMG1TD background noise PSD level. The first test was to
construct and install a baffle and insulating sleeve around
and over the seismometer inside the pressure vessel as
shown in Figure 11.12. The result was that background
noise PSD at periods longer than ∼10 seconds decreased
by ∼17 dB on the Z component. This is evidence that the
air inside the pressure vessel was in fact convecting and
inducing noise on the Z component. The insulation and
baffle served to stratify the air and inhibit convection inside the pressure vessel. The second test was to purge the
pressure vessel with dry argon gas (argon is 37% denser
than air and has thermal conduction properties which
tends to inhibit convection). The argon gas indeed lowered the background noise PSD level by another 6+ dB at
long periods. To test the idea that the power supply may
be inducing some long period noise into the system, we
disconnected the power supply and powered the CMG-

Figure 11.10: Comparison of typical background noise
PSD levels observed by the CMG-1TD and the co-sited
STS-1 in the BKS vault. The large dashed line and the
solid lines are the Z component and horizontal component
PSD’s, respectively, and the small dashed lines are the
STS-1 PSD’s.

The CMG-1TD was installed in the titanium pressure
vessel on 30 January and the pressure vessel was placed
on a bed of sand as shown in Figure 11.11. Subsequent
background noise PSD analysis indicated that the CMG1TD vertical component was still very noisy at periods
longer than 10 seconds. Communication with Guralp
suggested several possible causes for the observed longperiod noise: 1) the sand may be creaking under the
weight of the pressure vessel and seismometer; 2) one or
more of the calibration relays may have been left in the
86

1TD solely from a 12 Volt battery. The background noise
PSD level subsequently decreased by another 6+dB at
long periods. Finally we added insulation to the outside
of the pressure vessel by draping a space blanket over the
vessel and covering the vessel with a two inch thick foam
box with all seams taped. The background noise PSD
performance of all three CMG-1TD seismometer components are now within 5 dB of the performance of the BKS
STS-1 sensors (which are more heavily insulated and installed in an nearly ideal observatory environment), as
shown in Figure 11.13. The result of this testing is that
CMG-1T must be appropriately insulated and the pressure vessel purged with argon gas in order to obtain the
performance of which the CMG-1T is capable.

Figure 11.13: Observed background noise PSD levels for
the CMG-1TD after it had been installed in the titanium pressure vessel, appropriately insulated and purged
with argon gas. Note that the CMG-1TD PSD levels are
within ∼5 dB of the STS-1 PSD levels at long periods.

Figure 11.12: Photo of the space blanket insulation and
the space filling urethane foam space filling plug in the
titanium pressure vessel with the titanium end cap removed.

For the final phase of the testing, the CMG-1TD and
the pressure vessel were transported to MBARI on 26
March for testing in their cold room at the ∼4 degrees
C temperature of the ocean floor. The cultural environment at MBARI, owing to its being situated on sand and
in close proximity to the surf, makes for noisy seismic
recordings with a large seven-second microseismic peak.
The clock drift while operating in the cold room increased
by an order of magnitude to -3191.39±2.656 microseconds/day. This was a surprise because the expectation
was that the drift rate would be smaller at 4 degrees C
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than at room temperature. There was insufficient time,
however, to retrain the clock prior to the scheduled deployment on the ocean floor. We also did a rough check
of the calibration of the flux gate magnetometer because
there was some concern that the metal in the BKS Vault
may have biased the original calibration results.
For details on the deployment of the MOBB system,
please see Chapter 10.

6.2

Quanterra 680 Data Logger Noise

The question arose as to what is the typical self-noise
of a Quanterra 680-family Very-Broad-Band data acquisition system (aka ”Pumpkin”). The digitizer package
contains identical sets of independently optically-isolated
three-channel 24-bit digitizers operating at 80 Hz sampling with a least significant bit (LSB) of 2.38 microvolts and a ± 20 Volt full scale range. The self-noise
was tested by operating a Q680 (s/n 921209) in the BSL
lab for a couple of weeks with open inputs to the six
high-resolution channels. The result, shown in Figure
11.14, is a composite based on the noise PSD observed
on all six channels. The lowest self-noise occurs at 2-4
Hz frequencies and the lowest median self-noise PSD of
-136.6 dB relative to 1 V2 /Hz occurs at 2.5 Hz. Most
of the self-noise of the Q680 occurs at high frequencies
(above ∼10 Hz). A -136.6 dB PSD level integrated over
1 Hz (the 2 to 3 Hz interval) is equivalent to a rms noise
level of 0.067 LSB (or 0.159 microvolts) and the median
value integrated over the 0-32 Hz bandwidth limited by
the FIR anti-aliasing filters of the 80 Hz sampled channel is 0.601 LSB (or 1.43 microvolts). The 1.43 microvolt
rms 0-32 Hz self-noise of the Q680 is approximately an
order of magnitude lower than the quietest broadband
sensors used by BDSN. The asymmetric variation in the
inter-quartile range, given by the spacing between the
medium dashed lines, is due to individual differences in
the self-noise of the six high-resolution digitizer channels.
There is a ∼6 dB variation in the observed self-noise PSD
which is mostly due to differences in the self-noise of the
individual digitizers and partly due to variations in the
environmental conditions (primarily temperature variation) in the lab.

6.3

Figure 11.14: Composite open input self-noise PSD of
Quanterra Q680 data logger s/n 921209. The median
of the ranked PSD values is presented by the solid line,
the quartiles by the large dashed lines, the octiles by the
medium dashed lines, and the sedeciles (6.25 percent and
93.75 percent thresholds) are given by the small dashed
lines.

became noisy over the past year and the problem was
traced to rusty hinges, probably caused by operating at
atmospheric pressure in a humid environment for several years. We are currently experimenting with different
hinge materials for replacing the hinges.

BDSN Instrumentation

7.

UrEDAS Project

7.1

Introduction

The established joint notification system in Northern
California (Chapter 12) provides accurate and reliable
determination of earthquake parameters, but there is a
time delay between the occurrence of an event and the
determination of its size. In an emergency, this time
delay prevents actions which could mitigate damage from
strong ground shaking. The present configuration of the
system could be improved with the capability of rapid
size determination. In addition, it will be advantageous
to have detection capabilities independent of the dense
short-period network, especially in an emergency when

In addition to the above testing, we tested several new
broadband seismometers and strong motion accelerometers. New, and recently repaired, sensors are routinely
tested before deployment in the field. We also had a few
BDSN sensors, both accelerometers and broadband sensors, which either become noisy or malfunctioned during
the past year and they were tested at the test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault to identify and characterize the problem. Most notably we have two horizontal Streckeisen STS-1 broadband seismometers which
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figured and rebooted to change the FIR filter for the 100
Hz channels from acausal to causal. The affected stations are: BDM, CVS, FARB, HUMO, OHLN, PACP,
POTR, SBRN, and WENL. The new BDSN Q4120 station MNRC was upgraded on the 29th, since it is a new
station and continuous telemetry has not yet been installed.
This change means that all Q4120/Q730 dataloggers
operated by the BSL will use causal filters for sampling
rates of 100 Hz and higher (the HRSN and NHFN have
traditionally used causal filters for the higher sampling
rates). Lower data rates will continue to use the acausal
filters. This change does NOT apply to the BDSN sites
with Q680/980 dataloggers, as the FIR filters are set in
firmware and are not readily changed.
This change is motivated by the desire to improve
phase picking on the 100 Hz channels. A detailed comparison of casual and acausal FIR filters and their effect
on the data is available by Bob Uhrhammer and Bob
Nadeau is available at http://quake.geo.berkeley.
edu/bdsn/FIR_FILTRATION.pdf.

4.

Figure 9.3: Photo of the three Guralp CMG-1TD OBS
units (serial numbers T1046, T1047 and T1055 seismometers in the Byerly Vault (BKS). Shown are the various circuit boards on the sides and the top of the sensor
package. Three of the nine batteries used by the leveling
system are on the left side, the system clock is on the circuit board on the front, the power board is on the right,
and the 24-bit digitizer is on the top of each seismometer.
The seismometers are in the mu metal shielded container
mounted on leveling gimbals in the center.

Seismic Noise Analysis

BSL seismic data are routinely monitored for stateof-health. An automated analysis is computed weekly
to characterize the seismic noise level recorded by each
broadband seismometer. The estimation of the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) of the ground motion recorded at
a seismic station, provides an objective measure of background seismic noise characteristics over a wide range of
frequencies. When used routinely, the PSD algorithm
also provides an objective measure of seasonal and secular variation in the noise characteristics and aids in the
early diagnoses of instrumental problems. A PSD estimation algorithm was developed in the early 1990’s at
the BSL for characterizing the background seismic noise
and as a tool for quality control. As presently implemented, the algorithm sends the results via email to the
engineering and some research staff members and generates a bargraph output which compares all the BDSN
broadband stations by components. A summary of the
results for 2002-2003 is displayed in Figure 3.3.
Three years ago, we expanded our use of the weekly
PSD results to monitor trends in the noise level at each
station. In addition to the weekly bar graph, additional
figures showing the analysis for the current year are produced. These cumulative PSD plots are generated for
each station and show the noise level in 5 frequency
bands for the broadband channels. These cumulative
plots make it easier to spot certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition to the station-based plots,
a summary plot for each channel is produced, comparing all stations. These figures are presented as part of
a noise analysis of the BDSN on the WWW at http:

//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.
The PSD algorithm has been documented in previous
annual reports.

5.

Sensor Testing Facility

The BSL has set up an instrumentation test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systematically determine and to compare the characteristics of up
to eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preamplification when required to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. Upon
acquisition of the 100 samples-per-second (sps) data from
the instruments under test, PSD analysis and spectral
phase coherency analysis are used to characterize and
compare the performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and
seismic signals with a sufficient signal level above the
background seismic noise are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake
table is used to access the linearity of a seismic sensor.
The sensor testing facility of the BSL is described in
detail in the 2001-2002 Annual Report.
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Figure 9.4: Closeup of the portion of the power board
containing the failed capacitor (just to the right of center).

6.

Sensor Testing in 2002-2003

6.1

CMG-1T Ocean Bottom
Seismometers

Figure 9.5: Custom made titanium pressure spheres
which are designed for deployment at depths of up to
3.5 km. The hemispheres were made using an injection
molding process. There are two access ports drilled into
the flat top of each sphere, one for the penetrator containing the wiring cable and one for purging with argon
gas (and for relieving any pressure differences so that the
hemispheres can be separated). The handle on top is
designed for the Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV) which
deploys the sphere on the sea floor.

Prior to the scheduled deployment of three CMG-1TD
OBS sensor packages (Figure 9.3) on the ocean floor off
of Washington State, beginning in the summer of 2003,
we did extensive testing to verify the operation of the
seismometers and the wide range leveling system, to verify the calibration of the seismometer and to characterize
the background noise PSD performance of the seismometers. The following paragraphs provide a synopsis of the
various problems we encountered when testing the three
OBS systems. These problems significantly delayed the
testing of the sensors and the lab personnel consequently
spent more time on this project than was initially anticipated.
The testing of the OBS system in the Byerly Seismographic Vault (BKS) started on January 14, 2003 with
the arrival, unpacking and installation of the three CMG1TD seismometers (serial numbers T1046, T1047 and
T1055) on the seismic pier in the Byerly Seismographic
Vault (BKS). We installed a V200 FRAD in order to have
sufficient serial ports to telemeter data the three sensors
under test back to the lab. The next day we installed
four 12 volt batteries (UPS12-310 type) to provide separate power for each of the three OBS systems and to the
GPS clock. When we powered up T1047, a capacitor on
the power input board caught fire and burned up with
a spectacular flash and smoke within a second of applying power (see Figure 9.4). We confirmed that the power
polarity was correct and we suspected that the polarized
power capacitor was installed backwards. T1046 powered up without problems and responded to commands.
T1055 was left unpowered pending inspection by Digital Technology Associates (DTA) (the US distributor for

Guralp). DTA replaced the defective power board on
T1047 we tested the unit and found it to be within specifications. The three GPS clock modules associated, one
for each OBS system, were tested one at a time on the
front of the BKS vault. All three GPS clocks tested good
so we installed one of the clocks on top of the entrance
to the vault and ran cabling back to provide time to the
three OBS sensors. DTA replaced the defective power
board on T1047 we tested the unit and found it to be
within specifications. Plastic bags were placed over the
OBS units to to keep dust and breezes off of the exposed
sensors and electronics.
We encountered problems in telemetering data back to
the lab so we set up a laptop with the SCREAM software
provided by Guralp to locally log data from the sensors
and troubleshoot the systems. We encountered no errors that would indicate telemetry problems when logging
the data locally. When the three OBS’s recorded a local earthquake, we discovered that horizontals on T1047
have half gain and inverted polarity. This was raw data so
software and transfer functions errors are excluded. We
found that the onboard rechargeable batteries on T1047
and T1055 were not charged enough to lock the seismometers. We moved the good power board from T1046
in order to lock the T1047 and T1055 seismometers. All
three power boards were then removed and sent back to
Guralp for repair with an expected turnaround time of
three weeks.
On March 24th the ”improved” power boards were in76

sure vessels (Figure 9.5) and we spent most of the day installing the OBS units within the pressure vessels (Figure
9.6). The MBARI crew had installed ∼0.5 inch thick high
density foam insulation in the upper titanium hemisphere
and ∼4 inches into the lower hemisphere to inhibit convection within the enclosed pressure vessel. Additionally,
each pressure vessel was purged with argon gas to further
inhibit convection within the titanium pressure vessels.
T1046 and T1055 were reconnected to the telemetry back
to the lab and T1047 was taken to MBARI for testing in
their cold room to determine whether or not the internal clock on the OBS unit met the factory specifications
when operated at 4 degrees Celsius (the nominal temperature of the water on the ocean floor).
Figure 9.6: Closeup of the OBS installed in the lower
hemisphere of the pressure vessel. Shown are the various circuit boards on the sides and the top of the sensor
package. The thumb is pointing towards the rechargeable
batteries which are used to to supply the extra current
required by the two high torque motors used in the leveling system. On the right side of the sensor is the circuit
board containing the internal clock. On the left front is
the the I/O circuit board and on top is the 24-bit digitizer. The seismometers are in the mu metal shielded
container mounted on leveling bowl. Also visible around
the inside of the hemisphere, and just below the flange,
is the high density foam insulation.

Subsequent testing indicated that T1055 had a high
Z-component noise level and we suspected that it had
drifted off center. We successfully recentered both OBS
units via the laptop computer. T1046 was now operating
nominally within specifications but T1055 remains noisy
(Figure 9.7) so it will require further testing. The OBS
units we picked up by the MBARI crew for transporting
to the University of Washington on July 15th.

stalled on the three OBS units and the revised firmware
was successfully uploaded to the onboard digitizers. During the initial simultaneous testing of all three OBS sensors, we found that the power management has improved
and seems to work properly and also that the traces from
all three sensors, as recorded on a local laptop computer,
looked coherent in amplitude and phase. We then connected the three OBS units to the telemetry link back
to the lab for further testing. The azimuth command
was tested on T1055 by locking the sensors, rotating it
90 degrees counter clockwise and then using the azimuth
command to reconfigure for NS/EW orientation. However, we found that T1055 would not re-level. Subsequently T1946 was removed for testing and evaluation
by DTA. T1046 had some gaps in the telemetered data
so we swapped its telemetry to a different serial port on
the FRAD to see if a good OBS system produces data
gaps through the same serial port.
On April 18th, T1046 was returned from Guralp and
reinstalled in the BKS vault. Over the next couple of
weeks, the OBS sensors were sequentially tested with local recording on the laptop computer. All three OBS
units are operating nominally within specifications and
we await the arrival of the titanium pressure vessels from
MBARI to complete the testing.
On June 20th, the MBARI crew arrived with the pres-

Figure 9.7: Power Spectral Density (PSD) plot of the
background and instrumental noise levels in dB as a
function of period. Shown are the PSD’s for T1047 and
T1055. The PSD for the co-sited STS-1 Z and the low
seismic noise model are shown for reference. Note that
the PSD for T1055 is excessively noisy at periods longer
than ∼10 seconds.
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early diagnoses of instrumental problems. A PSD estimation algorithm was developed in the early 1990’s at
the BSL for characterizing the background seismic noise
and as a tool for quality control. As presently implemented, the algorithm sends the results via email to the
engineering and some research staﬀ members and generates a bargraph output which compares all the BDSN
broadband stations by components. A summary of the
results for 2003-2004 is displayed in Figure 3.3. Other
PSD plots for the NHFN, HRSN, and MPBO are shown
in Figures 4.3, 5.2, and 7.4 respectively.
Three years ago, we expanded our use of the weekly
PSD results to monitor trends in the noise level at each
station. In addition to the weekly bar graph, additional
ﬁgures showing the analysis for the current year are produced. These cumulative PSD plots are generated for
each station and show the noise level in 5 frequency
bands for the broadband channels. These cumulative
plots make it easier to spot certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition to the station-based plots,
a summary plot for each channel is produced, comparing all stations. These ﬁgures are presented as part of
a noise analysis of the BDSN on the WWW at http:
//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.

Figure 8.3: Closeup photo of the back of the signal/power
cable connector on the STS-2 control box, installed at
WDC, showing the corrosion of the wires. The subsequent leakage between the cables generated coherent long
period noise.

The PSD algorithm has been documented in previous
annual reports.

5.

Sensor Testing Facility

The BSL has set up an instrumentation test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systematically determine and to compare the characteristics of up
to eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preampliﬁcation when required to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. Upon
acquisition of the 100 samples-per-second (sps) data from
the instruments under test, PSD analysis and spectral
phase coherency analysis are used to characterize and
compare the performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and
seismic signals with a suﬃcient signal level above the
background seismic noise are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake
table is used to access the linearity of a seismic sensor.

Figure 8.4: Photo of STS-2 sensors #50205 (right) and
#20022 (left) after they were installed and leveled on
the seismic pier in the BKS vault. After this photo was
taken, the sensors were covered with a couple layers of
R-13 ﬁberglass batt insulation to minimize temperature
variations and improve their low frequency performance.

5.1

STS-2s

On August 26th, 2003, the malfunctioning STS-2
broadband sensor (#39335), which was removed from
WDC, was installed for testing. The symptom was that
there is coherent long period noise on all three broadband channels and the external signal/power connector
was visibly corroded (owing to water standing in the
dome in which it was installed at WDC) (see Figure 8.3).

The sensor testing facility of the BSL is described in
detail in the 2001-2002 Annual Report.
Instruments tested during the past year include three
Keck OBS broadband seismometers, three STS-2 broadband seismometers, CITRIS accelerometers and a tiltmeter.
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The conductors in the signal/power cable were reterminated and the sensor was taken to BKS for noise testing.
During the installation in the sensor testing facility, it
was discovered that the bubble level on the base plate of
the sensor, which is critical for leveling the seismometers,
had no bubble. The ﬂuid had leaked out of the bubble
level so that it could not be used to level the instrument.
On September 8th, after installing a new bubble level
on its base plate, STS-2 #39335 was installed and successfully leveled for testing. The subsequent background
noise PSD tests showed that the STS-2 was operating
within its nominal speciﬁcations.
During the month of February 2004, a pair of STS-2
broadband seismometers (#20022 and #50205) were installed in the BKS vault (see Figure 8.4) to characterize
their performance prior to installation at remote BDSN
seismic stations. STS-2 #20022 is a ”low power” unit, for
which the factory supplied only nominal calibration information, which was originally installed at HUMO in June
2002. It was removed from service at HUMO in November 2002 because it was determined to be the source of
the excessively high noise level observed on the broadband channels. As is our routine policy, it was tested
after it was repaired. STS-2 #50205 is a new sensor for
which the factory supplied detailed calibration information (with 5 complex zeros and 11 complex poles) for
each of the three orthogonal triaxial sensors in the unit.
The resulting tests showed that both sensors were operating within their nominal speciﬁcations. STS-2 #50205
was subsequently installed at FARB on August 21, 2004
and STS-2 #20022 awaits installation at a new BDSN
station.

5.2

CITRIS Accelerometer

During the month of November, several calibration
and noise tests were preformed on prototype CITRIS accelerometers developed by a team working with Steven
Glaser in Civil Engineering. The calibration testing was
done in the BSL machine shop in Room 298 McCone
Hall during the ﬁrst two weeks on November. The absolute calibration for each accelerometer was determined by
tilting the sensor through an accurately measured angle
(see Figures 8.5 and 8.6) and measuring its response. The
data were transmitted to a laptop computer via a spread
spectrum tranceiver and the data logging was done on
the laptop with custom software written by graduate students working on the project. After the accelerometers
were calibrated, the quiet background noise PSD test was
done in the BKS Vault and the results are shown in Figure 8.7.

5.3

Figure 8.5: Closeup photo of the custom test apparatus
assembled to rotate the CITRIS accelerometer through
a range of accurately measurable angles up to +/-30 degrees. The accelerometer is an integral component on the
circuit board (top) and the large pipe (bottom center) is
rotated on the channel to tilt the accelerometer. A laser
pointer (black tube mounted on pipe diagonal) is used to
infer the rotation angle from the position of the projected
laser beam (see Figure 8.6).

Keck OBS

The Keck OBS testing reported on last year continued
through July 2004 with the application of insulation to
inhibit convection induced noise.
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Figure 8.7: Plot of the background noise PSD for one
of the CITRIS horizontal accelerometers under test.
The background noise PSD estimate from the co-sited
BKS Kinemetrics FBA-23 strong motion accelerometer
(dashed line) is provided for reference. The low frequency
noise PSD ﬂoor of the CITRIS accelerometer averages
∼83 dB.

Figure 8.6: Photo of the laser beam projected on a meter
stick located 300 cm from the center of the rotation axis
of the pipe in Figure 8.5. The position of the beam can be
determined to an accuracy of 0.5 mm which is equivalent
to measuring the tilt angle to an accuracy of 0.6 minutes
of arc.
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Between March and June another round of testing of
the Keck OBS sensor began. Sensor #T1046 (see Figure
8.8) was tested to characterize its performance prior to
installation on the sea ﬂoor at the MOBB site in Monterey Bay. Fiberglass batt insulation (see Figure 8.9)
was tied around the titanium pressure sphere to improve
the thermal stability of the sensor. During the testing
in early April, we found the horizontal components to be
excessively noisy. Upon investigation, we found that one
of the washers was sited on what appeared to be a CaCl
deposit which was powdery and loose and the pier had
some small loose debris on its surface. Also, the thick
cable which is attached at the top of the pressure vessel
is a source of tilt related noise. We swept oﬀ the seismic
pier and re-installed OBS on three ceramic washers, suspended the cable from the overhead airduct girders, and
reinstalled the ﬁberglass batt insulation. The horizontal
component noise was reduced signiﬁcantly.

Figure 8.9: Photo of ﬁberglass batt insulation surrounding the pressure sphere.
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Figure 8.8: Photo of cast titanium pressure sphere housing Keck OBS #T1046. The disc shaped base is standing
on three creamic washers for stability on the seismic pier.
The orange signal cable exiting at the top of the sphere
is draped overhead to minimize the generation of noise
at the cable responds to temperature changes.

5.4

References

Other Tests

During June, Pinnacle Technologies tested a prototype
nanoradian resolution tiltmeter in the BKS vault. They
supplied the sensor and recording system and they also
did all the analysis. We provided only the quiet vault
environment in which they could test their sensor.
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4.

Seismic Noise Analysis

BSL seismic data are routinely monitored for stateof-health. An automated analysis is computed weekly
to characterize the seismic noise level recorded by each
broadband seismometer. The estimation of the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) of the ground motion recorded at
a seismic station provides an objective measure of background seismic noise characteristics over a wide range of
frequencies. When used routinely, the PSD algorithm
also provides an objective measure of seasonal and secular variation in the noise characteristics and aids in the
early diagnoses of instrumental problems. A PSD estimation algorithm was developed in the early 1990’s at
the BSL for characterizing the background seismic noise
and as a tool for quality control. As presently implemented, the algorithm sends the results via email to the
engineering and some research staff members and generates a bargraph output which compares all the BDSN
broadband stations by components. A summary of the
results for 2004-2005 is displayed in Figure 3.3. Other
PSD plots for the NHFN, HRSN, and MPBO are shown
in Figures 5.3, 6.2, and 8.4 respectively.
Four years ago, we expanded our use of the weekly
PSD results to monitor trends in the noise level at each
station. In addition to the weekly bar graph, additional
figures showing the analysis for the current year are produced. These cumulative PSD plots are generated for
each station and show the noise level in 5 frequency
bands for the broadband channels. These cumulative
plots make it easier to spot certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition to the station-based plots,
a summary plot for each channel is produced, comparing all stations. These figures are presented as part of
a noise analysis of the BDSN on the WWW at http:
//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.
The PSD algorithm has been documented in previous
annual reports.

4.1

Figure 9.3: Noise analysis results for the week of
01/30/05 at BDSN station MHC, on the HHZ component. Prominent features in the figure are the Alum
Rock earthquake (2005/02/05, 18:43 UTC; ML 4.4; and
a prominent noise spike near 30 HZ, probably due to
rotating machinery nearby to the station at the Mount
Hamilton Observatory.

netic field sensors. These enhancements to the PDF code,
plus a number of bug fixes, were provided back to the
McNamara team for incorporation in their work. The
results of the PDF analysis are presented on the web at
http://moho/seismo/PDF/. Figure 9.3 shows the noise
analysis results for a typical week.

5.

Sensor Testing Facility

The BSL has set up an instrumentation test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systematically determine and to compare the characteristics of up
to eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preamplification when required to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. Upon
acquisition of the 100 samples-per-second (sps) data from
the instruments under test, PSD analysis and spectral
phase coherency analysis are used to characterize and
compare the performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and
seismic signals with a sufficient signal level above the
background seismic noise are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake
table is used to access the linearity of a seismic sensor.
The sensor testing facility of the BSL is described in
detail in the 2001-2002 Annual Report.
Instruments tested during the past year included functional testing of a Streckeisen STS-2, an Episensor FBAES-T, a Guralp CMG-3T, a horizontal STS-1 and com-

PDF Noise Analysis

In addition to the PSD analysis developed by Bob
Uhrhammer, the BSL has implemented the Ambient
Noise Probability Density Function (PDF) analysis system developed by Dan McNamara and Ray Buland
(2004). This system does its noise analysis over all the
data of a given time period (week or year), including
earthquakes, calibration pulses, and cultural noise. This
is in contrast to Bob Uhrhammer’s PSD analysis which
looks at only the quietest portion of data within a day
or week. Pete Lombard of the BSL has extended the
McNamara code to cover a larger frequency range and
to support the many different types of sensors employed
by the BSL. Besides the originally supported broadband
sensors, our PDF analysis now includes surface and borehole accelerometers, strain meters, and electric and mag71

parison testing of a pair of Metrozet accelerometers.

5.1

Functional Tests

A Streckeisen STS-2 broadband seismometer (s/n
50205) and an Episensor FBA-ES-T (s/n 1557) were installed for testing. We found that both sensors were operating within their nominal specifications. These sensors
were subsequently installed at FARB.
On September 24, the ex-FARB Guralp CMG-3T s/n
T393 was installed for testing. We found that all three
components exhibited highly correlated broadband noise
which indicated that there is a common mode internal
noise source present in the Guralp electronics.
On January 10, a horizontal STS-1 (s/n 39010) and its
electronics box were installed for testing. This sensor is
scheduled to replace the failing E-component sensor at
MOD. We found that this sensor was operating within
its nominal specifications.
On April 6, a pair of three-component Metrozet accelerometers were installed for long term testing and comparsion with the BKS FBA-23 accelerometer recordings.

5.2

Figure 9.4: Comparison of the acceleration signals
recorded by the two three-component Metrozet accelerometers and the BKS FBA-23 three-component accelerometer.

Comparison Tests

The goal of comparison testing is to determine the calibration, coherency, and background noise PSD characteristics of the sensors being tested. Metrozet approached
the BSL with a request to install a pair of Metrozet strong
motion accelerometers in a seismically quiet vault for
testing. We agreed, on the condition that Metrozet perform the bulk of the comparison analysis, and on April 6,
a pair of three-component Metrozet accelerometers were
installed for long term testing and comparsion with the
BKS FBA-23 accelerometer recordings.
A comparison of the strong motion waveforms recorded
by the two Metrozet sensors and the co-sited BKS FBA23, for a recent ML 3.0 earthquake (2005.267.1125) which
occurred 5.3 km SSE of BKS at a depth of 5.4 km, are
shown in Figure 9.4. The raw data, without deconvolving
the instrument response, have been low-pass filtered at
20 Hz for the comparison and the data are plotted on a
relative scale.
The corresponding waveforms from all three sensors
shown in Figure 9.4 are visually highly similar and there
are no offsets or other aberrant behavior in the Metrozet
signals. Comparing the signal levels from the Metrozet
sensors in counts with the corresponding ground accelerations inferred from the BKS FBA-23, we find that
the sensitivity of the Metrozet sensor coupled to the
Q4120 data logger is nominally 43.6x the sensitivity of
the FBA-23 coupled to the Q680 data logger or 2.30 million counts/(m/s2 ).
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early diagnoses of instrumental problems. A PSD estimation algorithm was developed in the early 1990’s at
the BSL for characterizing the background seismic noise
and as a tool for quality control. As presently implemented, the algorithm sends the results via email to the
engineering and some research staff members and generates a bargraph output which compares all the BDSN
broadband stations by components. A summary of the
results for 2005-2006 is displayed in Figure 4.2. Other
PSD plots for the NHFN, HRSN, and MPBO are shown
in Figures 6.2, 7.3, respectively.
Four years ago, we expanded our use of the weekly
PSD results to monitor trends in the noise level at each
station. In addition to the weekly bar graph, additional
figures showing the analysis for the current year are produced. These cumulative PSD plots are generated for
each station and show the noise level in 5 frequency
bands for the broadband channels. These cumulative
plots make it easier to spot certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition to the station-based plots,
a summary plot for each channel is produced, comparing all stations. These figures are presented as part of
a noise analysis of the BDSN on the WWW at http:
//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.
The PSD algorithm has been documented in previous
annual reports.

4.1

Figure 10.3: Noise analysis results for the week of
07/02/06 at the newest BDSN station MCCM, on the
BHZ component. The prominent feature at short periods
are produced by waves from the nearby earthquake offshore of Fort Ross, California, (2006/07/06, 20:43 UTC;
ML 3.7). At long periods, the surface waves of a Mw 6.6
earthquake in the Aleutian Islands (2006/07/08, 20:40
UTC) dominate the spectrum.

PDF Noise Analysis

cally determine and to compare the characteristics of up
to eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preamplification, when required, to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the
sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. This
year a GPS rebroadcaster was installed, so that all data
loggers in the Byerly vault will operate on the same time
base. Upon acquisition of the 100 samples-per-second
(sps) data from the instruments under test, PSD analysis and spectral phase coherency analysis are used to
characterize and compare the performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and seismic signals with a sufficient signal
level above the background seismic noise are also used to
verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple
vertical shake table is used to assess the linearity of a
seismic sensor.
The sensor testing facility of the BSL is described in
detail in the 2001-2002 Annual Report.

In addition to the PSD analysis developed by Bob
Uhrhammer, the BSL has implemented the Ambient
Noise Probability Density Function (PDF) analysis system developed by McNamara and Buland (2004). This
system does its noise analysis over all the data of a given
time period (week or year), including earthquakes, calibration pulses, and cultural noise. This is in contrast to
Bob Uhrhammer’s PSD analysis, which looks at only the
quietest portion of data within a day or week. Pete Lombard of the BSL extended the McNamara code to cover
a larger frequency range and support the many different
types of sensors employed by the BSL. Besides the originally supported broadband sensors, our PDF analysis
now includes surface and bore-hole accelerometers, strain
meters, and electric and magnetic field sensors. These enhancements to the PDF code, plus a number of bug fixes,
were provided back to the McNamara team for incorporation in their work. The results of the PDF analysis
are presented on the web at http://moho/seismo/PDF/.
Figure 10.3 shows noise analysis results for a typical
week. We review these plots as part of our assessment of
station health.

5.

6.

Sensor Testing Facility

STS-1
ment

Electronics

Develop-

In February 2006, we embarked on a project to develop
new electronics for the STS-1 very broadband seismometer. This is a collaborative project with Tom VanZandt

The BSL has set up an instrumentation test facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systemati160

of Metrozet, LLC (Redondo Beach, CA) and is funded
by a grant from NSF through the IRIS/GSN program.

1, while the BSL engineering staff constructed a test-bed
at the Byerly Vault (BKS) and developed the capability to simultaneously test 6-8 STS-1 components. Much
time was spent locating spare STS-1’s and the associated
environmental shields and bringing them back to Berkeley.

The STS-1 VBB (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1982;
Wielandt and Steim, 1986), widely viewed as the finest
VBB sensor in the world, is currently the principal broadband seismometer used by the Incorporated research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Global Seismographic
Network (GSN), GEOSCOPE, and several other global
or regional seismic networks operated by members of the
Federation of Digital Broad-Band Seismograph Networks
(FDSN). The installed base (approximately 750 sensor
axes) represents a very significant international investment for low frequency seismology. The BDSN includes
10 STS-1’s in its network. Unfortunately, many of the
STS-1 seismometers, which were manufactured and installed 10-20 years ago, are encountering both operational failures and age-related errors (Ekstrm and Nettles, 2005). This problem is exacerbated by the fact that
sensors are no longer being produced or supported by
the original manufacturer, G. Streckeisen AG (Pfungen,
Switzerland). The nature and severity of this problem
has been discussed widely. For example, a report from
a recent broadband seismic sensor workshop (Ingate et
al, 2004) highlights the unique value of the installed base
of STS-1 sensors, as well as the current lack of replacements with equivalent long period performance. In the
absence of focused action by the seismological community, the state-of-health of the existing STS-1 instruments
will continue to decline. Numerous efforts, both commercial and government-funded, are underway to develop future replacements (IRIS Workshop, 2004). Regardless of
how one views the potential of these new approaches to
delivering a manufacturable, STS-1-equivalent product,
given the present funding environment, it is clear that
they all would mandate outright replacements of the existing STS-1 sensors.
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In collaboration with its commercial partner,
Metrozet, LLC (Redondo Beach, CA), the BSL is
developing and testing new electronic hardware, and
methods for mechanical repair, for the STS-1. The
intent of this effort is to develop simple and economical
long-term solutions to current and anticipated problems
with the existing STS-1 sensors. A primary aim is to
develop a fully-tested, modern electronics module that
will be a drop-in replacement for the original electronics.
This will provide users with a legitimate option for
replacing old modules that are no longer functioning.
This new electronics design will address environmental
packaging problems that have led to operational errors
and failures in the existing instruments. This effort
will also provide the opportunity to implement a set of
electronic improvements that will make the installation
and operation of the sensors more efficient.
In the first half of 2006, Metrozet developed the first
prototype and reverse engineered electronics for the STS161
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3.7.5

BSL. Besides the originally supported broadband sensors, our PDF analysis now includes surface and borehole accelerometers, strain meters, and electric and magnetic field sensors. These enhancements to the PDF code,
plus a number of bug fixes, were provided back to the
McNamara team for incorporation in their work. The
results of the PDF analysis are presented on the web
at http://www.ncedc.org/ncedc/PDF/. One difficulty
with using these plots for review of station quality is that
it is necessary to look at data from each component separately. To provide an overview, we have developed summary figures for all components in two spectral bands,
30 - 60 s and 0.125 - 0.25 s. Figure 3.26 shows these
overviews for 2006. As the processing takes place shortly
after the data arrives at the datacenter, data gaps may be
present (white areas) in these plots. Most of these gaps
have been filled by retrieving data from the stations.

Sensor Testing Facility

The BSL had set up an Instrumentation Test Facility
in the Byerly Seismographic Vault in order to systematically determine and compare the characteristics of up to
eight sensors at a time. The test equipment consists of
an eight-channel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data
logger and a custom interconnect panel that provides isolated power and preamplification, when required, to facilitate the connection and routing of signals from the
sensors to the data logger with shielded signal lines. A
GPS rebroadcaster has also been installed, so that all
data loggers in the Byerly vault operate on the same
time base. Upon acquisition of data at up to 200 samplesper-second (sps) from the instruments under test, PSD
analysis, coherence analysis and additional ad hoc analysis algorithms are used to characterize and compare the
performance of each sensor. Tilt tests and seismic signals with a sufficient signal level above the background
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Figure 3.26: Noise overview taken from the PDF analysis for 2006 for BDSN stations. The top row shows daily
minimum noise levels for the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) stations in the band 30 - 60 s. The lower row shows
corresponding values in the band 0.125 - 0.25 s. White areas indicate times when realtime data are missing. Most such
gaps have been filled in the datacenter archive by retrieving the data from the datalogger. The high noise level for
KCC in the spring shows when water is running past the seismometers through the tunnel.

seismic noise are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake table is
used to assess the linearity of a seismic sensor. The sensor testing facility of the BSL is described in detail in
the BSL 2001-2002 Annual Report (available on-line at
http://www.seismo.berkeley.edu/).

3.7.6

no longer being produced or supported by the original
manufacturer, G. Streckeisen AG. In a first step towards
assuring continued high quality of VBB data for decades
to come, we have developed and tested new electronics
and methods for mechanical repair for the STS-1 very
broadband seismometer. A primary goal of this effort was
to develop a fully-tested, modern electronics module that
will be a drop-in replacement for the original electronics. This new electronics design addresses environmental
packaging problems that have led to operational errors
and failures in the existing instruments. This effort also
provided the opportunity to implement a set of electronic
improvements that will make the installation and operation of the sensors more efficient. Metrozet developed the
first prototype new electronics for the STS-1, while the
BSL engineering staff prepared a test-bed at the Byerly
Vault (BKS) and developed the capability to simultaneously test 6-8 STS-1 components. BSL staff then tested

STS-1 Electronics Development

The STS-1 seismometer is currently the principal very
broad-band (VBB) seismometer used in global or regional
seismic networks operated by members of the Federation
of Digital Broad-Band Seismograph Networks (FDSN). It
is widely viewed as the finest VBB sensor in the world.
Unfortunately, many of the STS-1’s, which were manufactured and installed 10-20 years ago, are encountering both operational failures and age-related degradation.
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that sensors are
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and analysed results from successive versions of the electronics.
The first generation prototype electronics did not include centering or calibration functionality. The second
generation prototype included remote centering functionality as well as calibration functions. After some observations and refinements, this generation of electronics was
operated on two seismometers concurrently and successfully run through the swept and stepped calibration functions on four seismometers. During this final phase, the
Metrozet electronics included the ability to initiate and
operate the calibrations via a network (ethernet) connection. Most of the calibration testing was performed
remotely from Metrozet’s Southern California office over
the BSL network. Metrozet was able to remotely log into
the Berkeley network, establish a connection to the test
bed in the Byerly seismic vault, and initiate control of the
seismometer, including remote centering and calibration
functions.
In the final stage of the project, once the BSL tests
were completed and the development appeared complete
and satisfactory, the new electronics were finally tested
at the Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory’s seismic
vault, which is located in a quieter environment than
BKS. The new electronics are currently being field tested
at the BDSN broadband station HOPS.

logger. The cross-talk is thus more than 138.5 dB below the drive signal level. A check of the phase coherence between channels was performed by driving channel
HH1 with a 20 V P-P 1 Hz square wave while terminating channels HH2-HH8 with 1k resistors. Spectral phase
coherence analysis of the signal between selected channels (HH1-HH2, HH3-HH4, HH5-HH6, and HH7-HH8)
shows that there is an inter-channel coherent phase comb
present with peaks at 1 Hz and its odd harmonics, on
channels within the same digitizer module, when HH1
is driven. At the same time, channels HH5-HH8, which
are on a different digitizer module, exhibit no significant
inter-channel phase coherence structure.
Seismometer Acquisition and Alignment
After the data logger was calibrated, it was necessary to establish a stable seismometer subsystem test
bed. Nine different STS1 instruments (six horizontal,
and three vertical instruments) from a variety of sources
were used. These sensors came from among the available BDSN sensors, from surplus sensors on loan from
the Gräfenberg Array and from IGPP, UC San Diego.
The instruments were set up and leveled, and the outputs to the Q4120 data logger were compared quantitatively. The sensors were systematically inspected and
checked for nominal operation, and the ones that performed the best were selected for the testing procedures
and installed in the test bed. The horizontal instruments
were aligned along a single axis, toward the East, enabling coherency comparisons and evaluations. Misalignment of less than one degree across the six horizontal
instruments caused unacceptable variances in signal coherency. It took a week to resolve these differences by rotating the individual instruments. Alignment of the vertical instruments was much easier. Only after all alignment
incoherences were resolved were the new Metrozet electronics evaluated against the original Streckeisen factory
electronics. The broadband STS-1 sensors listed in Table
3.16 were utilized during the testing procedures.

Data Logger Calibration
Prior to the tests on the new STS-1 electronics, the
Instrumentation Test Facility eight-channel Quanterra
Q4120 data logger (serial number 103064) was operated
in the BDSN for 8 years. In July 2004, it was repaired,
and the calibration was checked by the factory. At the
beginning of these tests, the sensitivity, noise floor and
crosstalk of the data logger were checked using a reference
signal applied first simultaneously and then sequentially
to all channels, with the non-driven channels terminated.
The relative sensitivities of the data logger channels were
checked by applying a high-level ( 19.8 V peak-to-peak)
1 Hz square wave signal simultaneously to all channels.
The signal level on each channel was measured and the
relative signal levels were compared to the sensitivities
on the factory calibration sheet. The results are given
in Table 3.15. The sensitivities of four of the channels
have not changed by more than ±0.01% from the factory
calibration values. Of the remaining four channels, three
changed by less than ±0.3% and the fourth changed by
-0.8%.
The Q4120 data logger contains two 4-channel digitizer
modules (HH1-HH4 and HH5-HH8). The inter-channel
cross-talk was checked by connecting each of the channels in sequence with the high amplitude (20 V P-P) 1
Hz square-wave signal while terminating the other seven
channels. The observed cross-talk signal on all channels is
below the 2.38 µV quantization level of the Q4120 data

Sensor Testing Timeline
The performance testing at BSL occurred in stages,
with most work being performed between July 2006 and
January 2007. The calibration of the data logger took
over three weeks due to a number of back-to-back system failures, including the power supply, and dead data
channels. During three weeks in August 2006, the initial
six STS-1’s (four horizontal, two vertical) were set-up as
near identical (baseplates, cables, bell jars etc.) as possible.
It was during this portion of the testing that sensor to sensor coherency issues arose. The vertical sensors showed high levels of coherency, while the slightest
misalignment of the horizontal instruments caused unacceptable incoherence in the horizontal instruments. All
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Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Factory DU/V
403640
435388
437149
422829
420706
430613
438570
434817

P-P counts
8012274
8689678
8651000
8365690
8314894
8548404
8680904
8600236

Est P-P volts
19.850050
19.958469
19.789591
19.785043
19.764144
19.851709
19.793657
19.778978

Deviation %
-0.29
-0.83
+0.01
+0.01
+0.14
-0.30
-0.01
+0.01

Table 3.15: Quanterra Q4120 Calibration Check. Deviation is relative to the median inferred drive level of 19.791624
Volts.

Serial Number
9
13
14
18
unknown
18718
29201
29212
38502
38505
39010
39039
48530
48531
109112
109124

Component
V
V
H
H
V
H
H
H
V
V
H
H
H
H
V
V

Source
GRF
GRF
GRF
GRF
GRF
IGPP/UCSD
BSL
BSL
BSL
BKS Reference
BSL
IGPP/UCSD
BSL
BKS Reference
BSL
BSL

Note
1
1
1
1
1
2, 3
4, 7
4, 7
3, 4, 7
3, 5
4
2, 3, 6, 7
3, 4
3, 5
4, 7
4, 7

Table 3.16: STS-1 sensors. Notes: 1 - Gräfenberg (GRF) sent five seismometers total; three vertical, and two horizontal
sensors. These BB instruments were some of the earliest produced by Streckeisen. While the sensors themselves are
nearly identical to the later VBB instrument Streckeisen produced, the connector and electronics are sufficiently
different that these were not used as part of the response test bed. These instruments were extremely useful in
evaluation of the hinges, manufacture and assembly of these instruments. Gräfenberg also provided shielding, vacuum
enclosures, and warpless base plates that were used. 2 - IGPP/UCSD sent two horizontal seismometers. 3 - These
sensors were shipped from Streckeisen as 20 sec BB seismometers and later upgraded to 360 sec VBB seismometers. 4
- BSL provided STS-1 seismometers. 5 - These co-sited BKS STS-1’s in the Byerly Seismic Vault are used as reference.
6 - Sensor was shipped with a mismatched Streckeisen electronics box (s/n 6824). 7 - These STS-1’s were ultimately
selected and used in the test bed.

possible causes for the incoherence were investigated and
documented during the next 3-4 weeks. Possible causes
included system timing, grounding, vacuum levels, and
the seismometers themselves. Over a period of a week,
the horizontal instruments were rotated slightly until the
coherence began to improve in a predictable fashion.

weeks after this initial rotation through the seismometers was completed, Metrozet produced the second set
of prototype electronics. Progress continued in similar
two to three week increments until January of 2007, at
which time the new electronics and calibration systems
had been paired with and evaluated on seven different
STS1 seismometers.

Thus, seven weeks after BSL began to work on this
project, the first meaningful tests of the Metrozet electronics began. Each set of electronics was paired with
each of the seismometers in succession, with the pairing
lasting at least twenty four hours. Approximately three

Coherence and Power Spectral Density
An algorithm ”scn psd” to calculate the signal Power
Spectral Density (PSD), the noise PSD and the coherence
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Figure 3.27: Results for two vertical component STS-1’s
(HHZ and HH2) and two horizontal component STS-1’s
(HHE and HH1) in the presence of a large seismic signal.
The event is a Me 8.1 earthquake which occurred 87.9
degrees WSW of Berkeley at 20:39 UT on 2007/04/01.
Shown are the signal PSD (red), the noise PSD (blue)
and the coherence (brown) for each sensor. In all tests,
the corresponding BKS STS-1’s are used as the reference signals in the analysis. In the presence of large seismic signals, the coherence is typically close to unity at
all frequencies below the 5 Hz high-frequency corner of
the BKS reference STS-1’s. Note the relatively high noise
PSD level on the horizontal components in the vicinity
of 0.1 Hz. This is due to a slight misalignment of the
sensitive axes of the horizontal components. Several time
consuming trial and error iterations in aligning the horizontal components are required to lower the horizontal
component noise PSD. Three continuous hours of 200 Hz
data are used by the scn psd algorithm. scn psd parses
the data into 32 non-overlapping samples, applies a hanning window, corrects for the effects of the hanning window, scales the data to ground motion, calculates the
FFT, and stores the resulting complex spectral values for
each sample. At each frequency, the RMS signal PSD is
calculated from the average of the complex spectral values, coherence is calculated from the averaged complex
spectral cross product, and the RMS noise PSD is then
determined from the product of the signal PSD and (1 coherence). The method is described in detail in Gardner
(1992).
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Figure 3.28: Results for the STS-1’s in the presence of
background noise. The traces are the same as in Figure
3.27. The lower and upper frequencies at which the coherence degrades from near unity varies among the sensors.
Coherence bandwidth is a measure of the performance of
the sensors.

mometers in the case of a large seismic event and Figure
3.28 shows the results for four seismometers in the case
of background noise.
Seismometer Frequency Response
Algorithms were developed to determine the free period (Ts ) and fraction of critical damping (hs ) and to
determine the high-frequency corner (fg ) and fraction
of critical damping (hg ) parameters by measuring the
frequency response of the seismometer to known stimuli. The free period (Ts ) and fraction of critical damping
(hs ), which describe the low-frequency response, were determined via a grid search for the maximum variance reduction between the observed response and the theoretical time series response to a 40-1100 second period swept
sine wave. The high-frequency corner (fg ) and fraction of
critical damping (hg ), which describe the high-frequency
response, were determined via a grid search for the maximum variance reduction between the observed response
and the theoretical phase response to a 0.5-40 Hz stepped
sine wave. Both of these stimuli are generated by the
Metrozet E300 electronics as well as output to the STS-1
calibration coils, and they can be remotely invoked. Figure 3.29 shows an example of the observed and theoretical
time series response to the swept sine wave stimulus, and
Figure 3.30 shows an example of the observed and theoretical phase response to the stepped sine wave stimulus.

between sensors has been developed as a tool for quantifying the performance differences between the seismic
sensors under test. Two sample results of the algorithm
are shown. Figure 3.27 shows the results for four seis145

Comp

S/N

Z
N
E

109114
29219
29215

Streckeisen BRB
V/(m/s)
2452
2284
2304

Streckeisen LP
V/(m/s2 )
83.4
77.4
78.0

Metrozet BRB
V/(m/s)
2386
1984
1993

Metrozet LP
V/(m/s2 )
80.5
66.9
67.0

Percent
Change
-2.7
-13.1
-13.5

Table 3.17: Comparison of the sensitivities of the HOPS STS-1’s with Streckeisen and with Metrozet electronics.
The Streckeisen sensitivities were obtained from the factory calibration sheets supplied with each seismometer. The
Metrozet sensitivities were calculated using the STS-1 Calibration Software Applet supplied by Metrozet.

Comp
Z
N
E

Ts
360.08
362.93
388.37

hs
0.6768
0.6889
0.9920

fg
15.00
16.28
16.29

hg
0.371
0.328
0.343

C
0.00939
0.00909
0.00844

Table 3.18: HOPS STS-1 calibration results.

Field Testing at BDSN Station Hopland (HOPS)

3.7.7

On June 7, 2007, a Metrozet STS-1-E300-10-005 electronics box was installed in place of the Streckeisen factory supplied electronics boxes on the three STS-1 broadband seismometers operating at HOPS. As a result of this
change, the flat pass band sensitivities of the STS-1 BRB
and LP outputs changed as shown in Table 3.17.
As described in the previous section, the frequency responses of the three STS-1 seismometers with Metrozet
E300 electronics were determined from their measured
responses to swept sine and stepped sine stimuli. The
results are listed in Table 3.18.
The constant ”C” in Table 3.18 is an empirically derived scaling factor which scales the stimulus signal so
that the calculated times series best agrees with the observed time series in a least-squares sense. ”C” is proportional to the product of the calibration coil generator
constant, the flat passband velocity sensitivity of the seismometer and the sensitivity of the data logger. This and
other tests allowed the development of recommendations
for the use of the new remote calibration procedures provided with the Metrozet E300 electronics.

Doug Neuhauser, Bob Uhrhammer, Peggy Hellweg,
Pete Lombard, Rick McKenzie and Cyndy Bresloff are
involved in the data acquisition and quality control of
BDSN/NHFN/MBPO data. Development of the sensor
test facility and analysis system was a collaborative effort
of Bob Uhrhammer, Tom McEvilly, John Friday, and Bill
Karavas. IRIS and DTRA provided, in part, funding for
and/or incentive to set up and operate the facility, and
we thank them for their support. Bob Uhrhammer, Peggy
Hellweg, Pete Lombard, Doug Neuhauser, and Barbara
Romanowicz contributed to the preparation of this chapter. The STS-1 project is funded by the NSF through the
IRIS/GSN program (IRIS Subaward Agreement number
388). This is a collaborative project with Tom VanZandt
of Metrozet, LLC (Redondo Beach, CA).
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9.

Instrumentation Testing

9.1

Introduction

The BSL sensor testing facility is described in detail in
the BSL 2001-2002 Annual Report (available on-line at
http://www.seismo.berkeley.edu).

nel Quanterra Q4120 data logger was checked using a
reference signal applied first simultaneously and then sequentially to all channels, with the non-driven channels
resistively terminated. The relative sensitivities of the
data logger channels were checked by applying a highlevel (∼19.8 V peak-to-peak (P-P)) 1 Hz square wave
signal simultaneously to all channels. The signal level on
each channel was measured and the relative signal levels
were compared to the sensitivities on the factory calibration sheet. The sensitivities of four of the channels have
not changed by more than 0.01% from the factory calibration values. Of the remaining four channels, three
changed by less than ±0.3%, and the fourth changed by
-0.8%. Modulo 0.25% sensitivity changes are inherent
in Q4120 at boot time because it steps the sensitivity
in 0.25% increments and selects the sensitivity that has
the lowest internal noise level. Sensitivity changes that
are not near modulo 0.25% are likely due to a combination of modulo 0.25% increments and degradation of the
components.
The self-noise of the Q4120 channels (with 1 kΩ resistance termination) was determined via Power Spectral
Density (PSD) analysis. A composite plot of the Q4120
self-noise over the 20 microHz to 0.5 Hz band is shown
in Figure 3.30, and a more detailed plot of the highfrequency (0.2-80 Hz self-noise PSD is shown in Figure
3.31. The minimum observed self-noise PSD is approximately 6 dB below the factory specification for a thermally stable environment in the 2-20 Hz band.
The inter-channel cross-talk of the data logger was
checked by connecting each of the channels in sequence
with the high amplitude (20 V P-P) 1 Hz square-wave
signal while terminating the other seven channels with
1 kΩ resistors at the data logger input connectors. The
Q4120 data logger contains two 4-channel digitizer modules (HH1-HH4 and HH5-HH8). The observed cross-talk
signal level on all 8 channels is below the 2.34 µV quantization (least significant bit or LSB) level of the Q4120
data logger. The cross-talk signal level is thus more than
138.5 dB below the drive signal level. A check of the coherence between the channels was performed by driving
each channel sequentially with a one minute duration 20V
P-P 1 Hz square wave while terminating the remaining
seven channels with 1 kΩ resistors across the signal input
connectors of the data logger. Spectral phase coherence
analysis of the signal between the inter-channel pair combinations did not detect any significant coherence.

Data Logger Calibration

Instrumentation Test Bed

In July 2007, the sensitivity and self-noise PSD for each
data channel and inter-channel crosstalk of the 8 chan-

The data logger is connected to the seismometer test
bed breakout box via a ∼6 meter shielded signal ca-

The BSL Instrumentation Testing Facility located in
the Byerly Vault (BKS) has been busy this past year
with the testing of several sensors. In July 2007, the sensitivity and noise performance of the 8-channel Quanterra
Q4120 data logger was checked to verify that is operating
within the factory specifications. The BSL staff has also
been involved in projects to test new STS-1 electronics
developed by Metrozet LLC and to test a new temperature, hygrometer, and pressure sensor package that is
being developed in-house. We have also tested new and
repaired broadband and strong motion sensors on an ad
hoc basis prior to deployment in the field.
A new advanced electronics package, the Metrozet
STS-1-E300, has been developed and tested as a modern replacement for the original Streckeisen STS-1 verybroadband seismometer “Feedback Electronics” boxes.
The development and testing is a collaborative effort between Metrozet LLC and the BSL. The new electronics
package matches the outstanding analog performance of
the original Streckeisen circuitry while providing a number of enhancements to facilitate installation and operation of the STS-1 sensors. The enhancements include:
digital control of all sensor parameters; digital control
of centering motor operations; monitoring of all major
state-of-health parameters, and a complete calibration
capability. All control and diagnostic functions can be
controlled either locally (via RS-232, USB or Ethernet)
or remotely (via Ethernet).
A new temperature, humidity, and pressure (THP)
sensor package is being developed in-house at BSL as a
replacement for the existing and aging temperature and
pressure sensors at the BDSN stations. Measurement of
the temperature and pressure at a BDSN station is useful
for reducing the components of the seismic background
noise that are correlated with temperature and pressure.
A hygrometer has also been added to the sensor package
to enable measurement of the local atmospheric relative
humidity, a parameter which is potentially useful for estimating and correcting for geodetic GPS tropospheric
propagation delays.

9.2

Instrumentation Test Facility
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Self-Noise PSD (dB) Ref: 1 V2/Hz rms
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-80

During the past year, the following sensors were tested
to verify that they were performing within the factory
specifications prior to re-deployment in the field:
1) The 3 STS-1’s from KCC (STS-1Z s/n 109112, STS1H s/n 29212, and STS-1H s/n 29201) with Metrozet
STS-1-E300-005 electronics,
2) The 3 STS-1’s from SAO with their corresponding
factory electronics boxes (STS-1Z s/n 109119, STS-1H
s/n 48528, and STS-1H s/n 48529).
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Figure 3.30: Self-Noise PSD of Q4120 data logger used in
testing. A 1 kΩ resistance termination was placed across
the data logger input. The plot is composite, derived
from 1 sps noise data for frequencies below ∼ 0.01 Hz
and 200 sps noise data at higher frequencies.
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BDSN Ad Hoc Sensor Testing

9.4

STS-1 Sensor Electronics Testing

From the perspective of the BSL, the critical task in
developing new electronics for the STS-1 seismometers,
the E300, is the evaluation of performance and the comparison between new and old systems. Several iterations
of the E300 were evaluated during the design and development phase. Objective evaluation of the new electronic
subsystem required a stable and repeatable test platform
of seismometers, base plates, cables, connectors, and digitizer channels. Only when the system was stable, as evidenced by repeated calibration results, was the platform
suitable for evaluation of the new electronics.
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Having characterized and calibrated the data logger (as
discussed above), it was necessary to establish a stable
seismometer subsystem test bed. Nine different STS-1 instruments (six horizontal, and three vertical instruments)
were set up and leveled, and the outputs to the Q4120
data logger were compared quantitatively.
The horizontal instruments were aligned along a single
axis allowing comparisons and evaluations of their coherence. Misalignment of less than one degree across the six
horizontal instruments caused unacceptable variances in
signal coherence, and took a week to resolve by rotating
individual instruments. Alignment of the vertical instruments was much easier. Only after all alignment incoherences were resolved, were the new electronics evaluated
against the original factory electronics.
Each cable, connector, and base plates combination
were marked, color coded, and assigned, as new and original electronics were mated with seismometers. The color
coding endeavored to eliminate ambiguities and variables
beyond the actual electronics. Each combination of seismometers and electronics was recorded for a minimum
of 24 hours. In the end, over 100 combinations of original and new electronics and seismometers were evaluated
under conditions that were documented.
When individually labeled and identified combinations
of base plates, cables, seismometers, and electronics were
characterized and deemed repeatable, the new Metrozet
electronics were substituted. Initially, the prototype

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.31: High-frequency self-noise PSD of Q4120
data logger used in testing. The data logger input was
terminated with a 1 kΩ resistor. The median value of 32
noise sample PSD data are plotted, and the lowest selfnoise PSD of ∼-137 dB is observed in the 2-30 Hz band.
For comparison, the factory noise specification is that the
terminated input noise level is typically -134.5 dB and it
may exceed -137.5 dB at constant temperature.

ble. The above coherence test was repeated with the
drive signal and terminating resistances connected at the
breakout box, and some inter-channel pairs exhibited detectable phase coherence at 1 Hz and its odd harmonics
and also at the 60 Hz power mains frequency, between adjacent signal pairs in the cable, which is consistent with
capacitive coupling in the signal cable and with proximity
of the signal cable to 60 Hz power wires in the vault. The
largest observed cross-talk signal levels on the terminated
channels were ∼120 dB below the 20V P-P 1 Hz square
wave drive signal level which is sufficiently low that the
cross-talk does not interfere with subsequent data analysis.
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Metrozet electronics were operated on only one seismometer, with three, four or five other seismometers simultaneously operating on Streckeisen’s factory electronics. After verifying correct input and output signal levels,
the single Metrozet electronics were rotated and verified
amongst six seismometers. A second prototype Metrozet
electronics package was likewise rotated through the seismometers, but this time powering two seismometers concurrently.

0.1 Hz. This is due to a slight misalignment of the sensitive axes of the horizontal components. Several timeconsuming trial and error iterations in aligning the horizontal components are required to lower the horizontal
component noise PSD.
Response Calibration
A pair of algorithms were developed in-house to determine the seismometer frequency response as characterized by the seismometer free period (Ts ) and fraction
of critical damping (hs ) and the high-frequency (“galvanometer”) corner frequency (fg ) and fraction of critical damping (hg ). These algorithms were developed to
take advantage of the step function and low-frequency
swept sine and high-frequency stepped sine calibration
stimuli generated by the E300 electronics boxes, applied
to the STS-1 calibration coils, and also recorded on one
channel of the data logger. Thus, we can compare the observed and calculated responses to a known calibration
stimulus to precisely determine the frequency response of
the seismometer. Note that these algorithms determine
only the shape of the frequency response and not the
sensitivity of the seismometer. The corresponding flat
pass-band sensitivity of the seismometer is determined
using the Metrozet-supplied STS-1 Scale Factor Calculator V1.0 Java software applet (available via http://
www.metrozet.com/TSA-100S.html), which, when given
the values of all the feedback components from the factory calibration sheet for a specific STS-1 with factory
electronics, determines the corresponding sensitivity with
the E300 electronics connected. This method, of course,
assumes that the original factory determination of the
STS-1 response parameters is accurate. An alternative
method to determine the absolute sensitivity is to determine the response of the STS-1 to known micro-tilts,
a procedure which is very tedious and not easily done
with sufficient accuracy. We prefer to check the accuracy
of the STS-1 sensitivity by comparison of large seismic
ground motions inferred from the STS-1s, with the corresponding ground motions from co-sited broadband or
strong motion sensors. An added advantage of comparison with the signals from the accelerometers is that their
responses are flat to DC, and their calibration is easily
checked by tilting them ±90 degrees along the horizontal
sensitive axes to induce a ±1 g acceleration step.
The first algorithm, td tfp, determines the transfer
function parameters using an adaptive migrating grid
search methodology to minimize the difference between
the observed and calculated time series response to a
known stimulus function. This routine determines the
calculated response via direct integration of the seismometer equation of motion response to a known stimulus input using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration
scheme. Also, the td tfp algorithm was specifically developed to determine the seismometer Ts and hs using,

Sensor/Electronics Testing
Testing of the STS-1 sensor and electronics systems involved several components. STS-1 vertical- and
horizontal-component sensors for testing were gathered
from among the available BDSN sensors, from surplus
sensors on loan from the Gräfenberg Array, and from UC
San Diego. The sensors were systematically inspected
and checked to ensure that they were operating correctly.
The ones that performed best were selected for the testing procedures and installed in the test bed. In total,
16 broadband STS-1 sensors (7 vertical and 9 horizontal components) were utilized during the testing process.
Nine of them are owned by the BSL; 5 were on loan from
Gräfenberg and 2 from IGPP/UCSD. The horizontalcomponent sensors were aligned east.
Coherence and Power Spectral Density
An algorithm (scn psd ) to calculate the signal Power
Spectral Density (PSD), the noise PSD, and the coherence between sensors has been developed, in-house at
BSL, as a tool for quantifying the performance differences
between the seismic sensors under test. Three continuous hours of 200 Hz data are used by the scn psd algorithm. scn psd parses the data into 32 non-overlapping
segments, applies and corrects for the effects of a Hanning window, scales the data to ground motion, calculates
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and stores the resulting complex spectral values for each segment. At each
frequency, the RMS signal PSD is calculated from the
average of the complex spectral values, coherence is calculated from the averaged complex spectral cross product, and the RMS noise PSD is then determined from
the product of the signal PSD and (1 - coherence). The
method is described in detail in Barzilai et al. (1992).
In all tests, the BKS STS-1’s are used as the reference
signals in the analysis. Two sample results of the algorithm are shown. Figure 3.32 shows the results for four
seismometers in the case of a large seismic event, and
Figure 3.33 shows the results for four seismometers in
the case of background noise. In the presence of large
seismic signals, the coherence is typically close to unity
at all frequencies below the 5 Hz high-frequency corner of
the BKS reference STS-1’s. Note the relatively high noise
PSD level on the horizontal components in the vicinity of
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preferably, the low-frequency calibration stimulus or, alternatively, the step-function stimulus data.
The free period Ts and fraction of critical damping
were determined via a grid search for the maximum variance reduction between the observed response and the
theoretical response to stimulus signal input to the calibration coils. Sample outputs of the td tfp are shown in
Figures 3.34 and 3.35 and the calibration results for the
BKS reference STS-1 sensors are listed in Table 4.
The second algorithm, pd tfp, determines the transfer
function parameters using a grid search methodology to
minimize the difference between the observed and calculated phase response to a known stimulus function.
pd tfp determines the parameters from the frequency
and slope of the phase response curve when the measured phase delay between the calculated and observed
responses is π/2. Also, pd tfp algorithm was specifically
developed to determine fg and hg using high sampling
rate data (e.g. ≥ 80 sps) and the stepped sine (0.5-40Hz)
stimulus input to the calibration coils. A sample of the
algorithm output is shown in Figure 3.36.
Both algorithms, td tfp and pd tfp, are capable of determining the transfer function parameters (Ts , hs , fg
and hg ) to approximately one part per thousand or better when the response to the stimulus signal is 20+ dB
above the seismic background noise level.
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During the past year, BSL staff have tested several generations of a new temperature, humidity, pressure (THP)
sensor at the Instrumentation Test Facility and on the
roof of McCone Hall. The new THP sensor package is being developed and upgraded to replace the temperature
and pressure sensors currently installed at bdsn stations,
which are aging and failing.
The pressure sensing element is a Honeywell SDX15A2A which is temperature compensated. The specification
sheet says that the sensor range of 0-15 psi in absolute
pressure results in a 90mv (±1%) differential change on
the outputs when the bridge is excited with 12V. The
sensor is operated in a bridge circuit configuration and
its sensitivity is:
P (psi) = (V + 134.3)/9.995
where: V is the bridge output in Volts and psi is pounds
per square inch (1 psi = 6894.8 Pa).
The resistance thermal detector (RTD) is a Honeywell
HEL-700 with a resistance of 1kΩ at 0◦ C. The RTD is
operated in a circuit with offset and gain and its sensitivity is:
T (◦ C) = (V + 9.09)/.3463
where: V is the output in Volts.
The humidity sensing element is a Honeywell HIH4602C which is sensitive to the relative humidity. The
sensor is operated in a circuit which results in a overall
calibrated sensitivity of:
%RH = ((V + 9.29)/3.168 − Z)/S
where: %RH is the percent relative humidity and V is
the voltage output. S and Z are given in the factory
calibration sheet as Z ∼0.826 mV and S ∼31.5 mv/%RH.
Thus:
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Figure 3.35: Calibration of HOPS STS-1 Z-component
seismometer low-frequency response by time domain
analysis of response of seismometer to a swept sine function calibration stimulus. Shown are the observed (solid
line) and calculated (dashed line) responses to a 40-1100
second swept sine current (equivalent to a swept acceleration) input to the seismometer calibration coil.
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Figure 3.34: Calibration of BKS STS-1 seismometer lowfrequency responses by time domain analysis of response
of the seismometer to a step function calibration stimulus. Shown are the observed (solid lines) and calculated
responses (dashed lines) to a 1200 second duration current step (equivalent to an acceleration step) input to the
seismometer calibration coils.
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Figure 3.36: Calibration of HOPS STS-1 Z-component
seismometer high-frequency response by phase domain
analysis of response of seismometer to a stepped sine
function calibration stimulus. Shown are the observed
(solid line) and calculated (dashed line) responses to a
0.5-40 Hz stepped sine current (equivalent to a stepped
acceleration) input to the seismometer calibration coil.
%RH = (V + 6.673)/0.09979.
The factory specification sheet indicates that the
response time is ∼50 seconds and the accuracy is
±3.5%RH. The absolute humidity (AH) is a function of
temperature, and, given the temperature, AH can be derived from relative humidity (RH) via:
AH(g/m3 ) = (0.000002T 4 + 0.0002T 3 + 0.0095T 2 +
0.337T + 4.9034) ∗ RH
where: T is the temperature in ◦ C.
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Figure 3.32: Results for two vertical component STS-1’s (HHZ and HH2) and two horizontal component STS-1’s
(HHE and HH1) in the presence of a large seismic signal. The event is a Mw 8.1 earthquake which occurred 87.9
degrees WSW of Berkeley on 2007/04/01 at 20:39 UT. Shown are the signal PSD (red), the noise PSD (blue), and
the coherence (brown) for each sensor.
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Figure 3.33: Results for four vertical component STS-1’s (HHZ, HH4, HH5, and HH7) in the presence of background
noise. The traces are the same as in Figure 3.32. The lower and upper frequencies at which the coherence degrades
from near unity varies among the sensors. Coherence bandwidth is a measure of the performance of the sensors, and
HH5 has the best performance of the four sensors.
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Figure 3.24: Data flow from the BDSN, NHFN, MPBO, HRSN and BARD network into the BSL central processing facility.

(http://seismo.berkeley.edu/annual_report/), provides an objective measure of background seismic noise
characteristics over a wide range of frequencies. It also
provides an objective measure of seasonal and secular
variation in noise characteristics and supports early diagnoses of instrumental problems. In the early 1990s,
a PSD estimation algorithm was developed at the BSL
for characterizing the background seismic noise and as a
tool for quality control. The algorithm generates a bar
graph output in which all the BDSN broadband stations
can be compared by component. We also use the weekly
PSD results to monitor trends in the noise level at each
station. Cumulative PSD plots are generated for each
station and show the noise level in 5 frequency bands for
the broadband channels. The plots make it easier to spot
certain problems, such as failure of a sensor. In addition
to the station-based plots, a summary plot is produced
for each channel is produced. The figures are presented as
part of a noise analysis of the BDSN on the web at http:
//www.seismo.berkeley.edu/seismo/bdsn/psd/.

week. Pete Lombard of the BSL extended the McNamara code to cover a larger frequency range and support the many different types of sensors employed by the
BSL. Besides the originally supported broadband sensors,
our PDF analysis now includes surface and borehole accelerometers, strain meters, and electric and magnetic
field sensors. These enhancements to the PDF code,
plus a number of bug fixes, were provided back to the
McNamara team for incorporation in their work. The
results of the PDF analysis are presented on the web
at http://www.ncedc.org/ncedc/PDF/. One difficulty
with using these plots for review of station quality is that
it is necessary to look at data from each component separately. To provide an overview, we have developed summary figures for all components in two spectral bands,
30 - 60 s and 0.125 - 0.25 s, which These will soon be
available on the web.

7.5

Sensor Testing Facility

The BSL has an Instrumentation Test Facility in the
Byerly Seismographic Vault where the characteristics of
up to eight sensors can be systematically determined
and compared. The test equipment consists of an eightchannel Quanterra Q4120 high-resolution data logger and
a custom interconnect panel. The panel provides isolated
power and preamplification, when required, to facilitate
the connection and routing of signals from the sensors to
the data logger with shielded signal lines. The vault also
has a GPS rebroadcaster, so that all data loggers in the
Byerly vault operate on the same time base. Upon acquisition of data at up to 200 sps from the instruments under

PDF PSD Noise Analysis
In addition to the PSD analysis developed by Bob
Uhrhammer, the BSL has implemented the Ambient
Noise Probability Density Function (PDF) analysis system developed by McNamara and Buland (2004). This
system performs its noise analysis over all the data of a
given time period (week or year), including earthquakes,
calibration pulses, and cultural noise. This is in contrast to Bob Uhrhammer’s PSD analysis, which looks
at only the quietest portion of data within a day or
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Figure 3.25: Flow of data from comserv areas through network services processing. One stream of the network services
provides picks (and currently still provides codas) determined using the programs shown in the right flow path. Every
5 seconds, ground motion parameters are also determined, including PGA, PGV, PGD, and ML100 (left flow column).
Parameters from the network services are available to the CISN software for event detection and characterization.
Data are also logged to disk (via datalog), distributed to other computers (mserv), and spooled into a trace ring for
export.

test, PSD analysis, coherence analysis, and other analysis algorithms are used to characterize and compare the
sensor performance. Tilt tests and seismic signals with a
sufficient signal level above the background seismic noise
are also used to verify the absolute calibration of the sensors. A simple vertical shake table is used to assess the
linearity of a seismic sensor. The sensor testing facility
of the BSL is described in detail in the 2001-2002 Annual
Report (http://www.seismo.berkeley.edu/).

Meteorological Sensors
A new meterological (MET) sensor package which
measures temperature, relative humidity, and pressure
(THP) is being developed and tested at BSL as a replacement for the aging temperature and pressure sensors
now at the BDSN stations. Temperature and pressure
measurements at the stations are useful for reducing the
components of the seismic background noise that are correlated with these parameters. A hygrometer has been
added to the sensor package to allow measurement of the
local relative humidity, a parameter which is potentially
useful for estimating and correcting for GPS tropospheric
propagation delays.
During the past year we have tested the BSL THP sensor package on the McCone Hall roof and at SBRN. In

Several projects made use of the sensor testing facility in 2008-2009. These included final testing of the new
STS-1 electronics (E300) and initial testing of the STS1 type sensors being developed jointly by Metrozet and
the BSL. Data were also collected from the new pressure/temperature sensors (see below).
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a cluster test at BRIB, a pair of the BSL MET sensor
packages were operated with a pair of commercial MET
sensors (a Paroscientific 1477-005 and a Vaisala WXT510). Specifications for the commercial MET sensors,
and specifications and calibration of the BSL MET sensors are given below.
Commercial MET Sensors A Paroscientific sensor
(Model 1477-005; s/n 101728), the most accurate of
the MET sensors being tested, is used as the reference standard. The pressure accuracy is ±8Pa, the
temperature accuracy is ±0.5 ◦ C, and the relative
humidity accuracy is ±2% (http://paroscientific.
com/pdf/MET.pdf/). The Vaisala MET sensor (Model
WXT-510; s/n C4760003), on loan from UNAVCO,
is being tested for possible use at BARD stations.
The pressure accuracy is ±50Pa, the temperature accuracy is ±0.3C, and the relative humidity accuracy is ±3% (http://www.vaisala.com/instruments/
products/weathermultisensor.html/). In addition,
this sensor measures wind speed and direction with accuracies of ±3% and ±3◦ , respectively.
BSL MET Sensors The sensor elements in the BSL
MET package are manufactured by Honeywell (http:
//sensing.honeywell.com). The pressure sensing element, Honeywell SDX15A2-A, is temperature compensated and has a typical accuracy of ±0.25%. The specification sheet indicates that the sensor range of 0-15 psi
in absolute pressure results in a 90mv (±1%) differential
change on the outputs when the bridge is excited with
12V. The sensor is operated in a bridge circuit configuration and its sensitivity is:
P (P a) = 689.825 ∗ V + 92643
where: V is the bridge output in Volts.
The thin film platinum resistance temperature detector (RTD) is a Honeywell HEL-700 with a resistance of
1kΩ at 0◦ C and with an accuracy of ±0.3◦ C. The RTD
is operated in a circuit with offset and gain and its sensitivity is:
T (◦ C) = 2.8877 ∗ V + 26.248
where: V is the output in Volts.
The humidity sensing element is a Honeywell HIH4602C which is sensitive to the relative humidity with
an accuracy of ±3.5%. The sensor is operated in a circuit which results in a overall calibrated sensitivity of:
%RH = ((V + 9.29)/3.168 − Z)/S
where: %RH is the percent relative humidity and V is
the voltage output. S and Z are given in the factory
calibration sheet as Z ∼0.826 mV and S ∼31.5 mv/%RH.
Thus:
%RH = 10.021 ∗ V + 66.87.
where: V is the output in Volts.
The factory specification sheet indicates that the
response time is ∼50 seconds and the accuracy is
±3.5%RH.
The absolute humidity (AH) is a function of temper-

Figure 3.26: Cluster of MET sensors under test at BRIB.
The sensors from left to right are; Paroscientific; BSL
MET 2, BSL MET 1, and Vaisala. The electronics for the
BSL MET sensors are remotely located approximately 40
feet away in the vault which contains the BRIB supporting hardware.

ature, and, given the temperature, AH can be derived
from relative humidity (RH) via:
AH(g/m3 ) = (0.000002T 4 + 0.0002T 3 + 0.0095T 2 +
0.337T + 4.9034) ∗ RH
where: T is the temperature in ◦ C.
BRIB MET sensor Cluster Test Four MET sensors
(the Paroscientific, the Vaisala, and two BSL instruments) have been operating in a closely spaced cluster
at BRIB since 2009.211 as seen Figure 3.26.
Data Acquisition The Paroscientific and Vaisala MET
sensors output digital data and they are connected to
port 2 of two different NetRS (Trimble GPS reference
stations) and embedded in the GPS data streams at a
rate of 1 sample per minute. The two BSL MET sensor output voltages proportional to temperature, relative
humidity and pressure which are digitized/recorded by a
single 6-channel Quanterra Q4120 data logger at a rate
of 1 sample per second. The Paroscientific and Vaisala
MET data are extracted from the GPS data streams using the teqc program and the BSL MET 1 and 2 data
were extracted using the qmerge program.
One problem which was encountered is that there are
gaps in MET data from the Paroscientific and Vaisala
sensors, the zero minute of each hour and occasionally at
other times are missing and we are currently investigating
the cause.
Test Results Ten days of MET data (2009.211-220) was
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retrieved for the four sensor packages an the data were
interpolated/decimated to 1 sample per minute for analysis.
The two BSL MET sensors were calibrated via least
squares using the Paroscientific as the reference. The
calibration of the two BSL MET sensors channels are
given in terms of the offset (a) and the sensitivity (b)
with the McLauren series form: f(c) = a + b * counts.
The results are presented in Table 3.13. Note that the a
and b values for the second relative humidity sensor are
anomalously large owing to a malfunction in the electronics. Even so the calibration is reasonable given the 5.1
percent standard error.
Comparing the Vaisala MET sensor with the reference
Paroscientific MET sensor data, we find that the pressure, temperature and relative humidity standard errors
are: 0.159mbar (15.9Pa), 0.292◦C, and 4.38%. All values are within the factory specifications for accuracy of
the Vaisala WXT-510 and thus the differences are not
significant.
In summary, the BSL in-house MET sensors preform
very well. They accuracy and resolution are sufficient for
use to reduce the components of the seismic background
noise that are correlated with temperature and pressure
and for estimating and correcting for geodetic GPS tropospheric propagation delays.
MET
1
2
1
2
1
2

Sensor
D
D
K
K
I
I

a
93093
93144
14.83
21.88
5391.
58.70

b
0.0016902
0.0016531
0.0000047665
0.0000054509
0.0023869
0.000019885

The problems were quickly resolved and the evaluation
proceeded. Initial assessments indicate that both the
Metrozet seismometer and the Berkeley designed baseplate are promising.
As many of the problems experienced with STS1 seismometers over time are related to their installation, the
BSL has focused on developing both a new baseplate and
an acceptable retrofit to the original warpless baseplate.
We have developed and are testing replacement parts
that would ensure the vacuum on the instruments.
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Table 3.13: Calibration parameters for BSL MET sensors
where D is pressure in Pa, K is temperature in ◦ C, and I
is relative humidity in % .

STS 1 Development and testing
The BSL is participating in the NSF-funded redevelopment of the STS1 instruments. BSL’s role has
principally been to objectively test, evaluate, and compare the old STS1s with new instruments developed by
Metrozet. Additionally, with input from Metrozet, BSL
has developed and fabricated a new baseplate for installing these seismometers.
In December 2008, Metrozet brought newly developed
STS1-H instruments to Berkeley for initial evaluation.
These instruments were installed at the test facility on
the new baseplate.
Several problems typical of any new installation were
encountered. These include difficulties with cabling,
insulation, connector orientation, and vacuum leaks.
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